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Goals for this talk:
•

•

What makes a good pitch? 

When, Why and Which slides 
to include? 
to exclude? 

Examples



Disclaimers
A lot of information available. 
A lot of conflicting views as well. 
Take what's relevant to you.
Discard things that don't work for you.



Ask Questions anytime. 
And, please ask questions

It is lonely to talk alone



What's a Pitch 
Elevator Pitch; Sitting next to someone in an airplane.....

Can you tell an compelling 
(and interesting) narrative of  
what you do? 



Types of Pitches
�For startups)

Competitions Investment

Demo days, Hackathons, startup competitions �Angel investors, Venture capital firms,...)

Outcomes:  Important to identify to design the pitch

•  Win the competition - Winner takes all
• Selected to an incubator - if there are 10 
places, then you have to the top 10

Research on jury : Check Startup 
�Entrepreneurs, Venture capitalist) vs non-

startup folks

Source : Blackbird.vc 

Board Deck:  Aim to present at the boardroom 

•  8 to 10 slides. 
• Email 
• PDF

• 30 to 40 slides
• 30 mins + 30 mins Q & A
• No handouts



Investment 
Reverse chronology

Money in the Bank Term Sheet Partner MeetingDue Diligence

Investor meetings

50 to 100 

Pitch Deck, Target List

A Partner at a mid-size VC firm receive 1000� pitch 
decks yearly. And, make 2�3 investments. 

Attention of 60 seconds

How do you get to first meeting? 
How do you get to a partner meeting? 



email address

Phone number

Spell cehck

Numbers better than words

Legal Disclaimers

NDA

Infographics should simplify 
and not confuse

Deck is an aide, not a script

Pitch Deck

Basics



Marketing Deck
10 slides

What 3 things that you want an 
investor to remember ? 



1. Size of the Opportunity
2. Team 
3. Traction

•



First SlideNº1

Ambition Nº2

ProblemNº3

SolutionNº4

TeamNº5

MarketNº6

TractionNº7

Unit EconomicsNº8

Why you?Nº9

AskNº10



Company Name
Tagline : 1 sentence on what you do 

NAME • DATE. EMAIL ADDRESS. PHONE NUMBER

First SlideNº1



https://frontapp.com/



Vision of the company? 

AmbitionNº2

Why are you doing this? 

This is an important slide to set the 
scene.

Why are you building this? What is 
the grand vision?





What is the problem you are solving? 

ProblemNº3

Why is this a problem? 

Numbers, Numbers, Numbers - 
Quantify the problem 

Keep it simple.

You would want people to 
understand its a problem without 
detailed explanation





How are you addressing the problem? 

SolutionNº4

Solution is where you need to address 
salient features of your product

This slide should sell the story of 
the big problem from before

For deep tech, rather than too 
much info on tech, focus on 
creating a black box. Ex. Patented 
laser technology based in 10 years 
research





https://www.canva.com/



https://www.canva.com/





Who is the core team? Co-founders. 

TeamNº5

Will you be able to attract the best 
talent to come work with you? 

Use Logos

Provide numbers

Avoid "cute" titles

Avoid too many founders

Avoid too many advisors





CEOChief Happiness Officer

CTOCOO



Quantify �rst target segment

MarketNº6

Size of your total addressable market 
( 100% of all your customers) 

Focus on the correct segment

If the market is for real estate 
listing, then focus on rental agents. 
Not the entire building market



Market Size How much do we have to play with?

MARKET SHARE

$5M

TARGET MARKET

$2.2B

SAM

$9B

TAM

$44B

0.1% p.a.

-3.8% p.a.

5.3% p.a.

1.1% p.a.

Total Addressable Market (TAM)
What is the total global opportunity for 
this product? The sky’s the limit.

Serviceable Addressable Market (SAM)
What is the TAM that you can actually 
serve?

Target Market
Describe who you’ll market to, and the 
people who will buy what you’re selling.

Market Share
Estimate your market share in percentage 
or dollars.



Numbers, Numbers, Numbers...

TractionNº7

Numbers, Numbers, Numbers....

small numbers better than no numbers

If early stage, then tell the story of how 
many customers you acquired by talking 
to how many leads.







Cost of Acquisation of Customer (CAC)

Unit EconomicsNº8

Life Time Value of Customer (LTV)

For early stage companies, 
you can replace with a 
business model slide if not 
blatantly obvious

Repeat customers





Good slide. But 
not for email 
marketing deck



Why are you the best person to do this? 
IP inventor, extensive experience 

Why you? 
Why now?

Nº9

Why is now the right time to address this problem? 
For ex: Collaboration tools for Work form Home



What do you want? How much? 

AskNº10

Ask the amount you want to raise and 
not the valuation

The "ask" slide should be de�nitive

Avoid Ranges. $ 500K to $ 2 million. 
Its either $ 500k or 2 million 



What slides skipped? 
• Competition - unless there is an obvious big player

• Business model - just one business model if not 

obvious

• Testimonials - No one presents negative testimonials

• Financial projections - Every startup will be $ 100 

million in 5 years

• Feature comparison slide - hard to read. 

• Exit slide - "Hard thing is building a business. Not 

selling a great business"

Equivalent to a job 
application. You want 
to highlight the CV 
but all the details in a 
25 page CV. 

Analogy



Slides to include in the Board Deck

Expand the �rst 10 slides 

1. First slide

2. Ambition

3. Problem

4. Solution

5. Team 

6. Market

7. Traction

8. Unit Economics

9. Why you? 

10.Ask



Slides to include in the Board Deck
1. First slide

2. Ambition

3. Problem

a. If you got rejections expand the problem 

b. Use this to show what the market sizes are

4. Solution

a. Solution ties with the narrative

b. Focus on product

c. If you have a demo or a product - spend the time here

5. Team 

a. Key hire - Director of Engineering

b.  if you have an advisor, mentor - who is well known add details 

6. Market

a. Focus on the market size if the market is vague

b. If its a known market , stick to the minimum

7. Traction

a. Numbers - Growth (sign-ups). Weekly, monthly

b. Numbers - Customers 

c. Numbers - Revenue

d. Numbers  - Cohort Analysis

What 3 things that you 
want an investor to 
remember ? 
1. Size of the opportunity
2. Team
3. Traction

8. Unit Economics 

 a. What is the ratio of CAC/LTV

 b. If its off the industry metric, what  have to done to make it better?

c. Did it work? What did you learn? 

9. Why you? + Competition

10. Ask 

 a. Financial details - run rate, cash at hand

 b. How much . Financial details - run rate, cash at hand

 c. How will you spend the money? 

28 slides



https://www.canva.com/













ashwin.ravikumar@cern.ch

Comments and feedback appreciated 

Links:
Front app 
Lessons learned from Canva

A pitch deck Master Class - Sam Wong, Blackbird VC
Marketing Deck - Michael Batko, CEO, Startmate

https://collinmathilde.medium.com/front-series-a-deck-f2e2775a419b
https://medium.com/canva/21-questions-from-aussie-startups-highs-lows-lessons-learned-during-canvas-journey-so-far-da07723ff545
https://blog.blackbird.vc/a-pitch-deck-masterclass-d6b682857a1
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=329260198057755&ref=watch_permalink

